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The velocity � eld near the apex region of moderately swept delta wings was measured in a water tunnel, using
a version of stereoscopic digital particle imaging velocimetry. Flow visualization was also used to verify these
results. In contrast to most recent studies, low angles of attack were emphasized, with most data in the range
of 5–20 deg. Delta wings of 50- and 65-deg leading-edge sweep and 30-deg windward-side bevels were tested at
Reynolds numbers of 6 ££ 103 –1.5 ££ 104 . At these low Reynolds numbers, secondary leading-edge vortices were
weak, giving way to essentially stagnant � ow outboard of the primary leading-edge vortices at the higher angles
of attack. Otherwise, velocity data for the 65-deg wing were consistent with well-known observations for slender
delta wings . The 50-deg wing exhibited unexpectedly strong primary leading-edge vortices at low angles of attack,
with a generally conical velocity � eld. Upstream progression of vortex breakdown with increasing angle of attack
exhibited extensive regions of streamwise undulation. Leading-edge shear-layer rollup was observed in cross� ow
planes well downstream of the breakdown region, but with an increased occurrence of paired vortical structures
of opposite sign inside the shear layer itself.

Nomenclature
b = wingspan at a given streamwise station
c = wing root chord
Ux , Uµ = axial and azimuthal velocity components at a given

streamwise station
U1 = freestream velocity
u, v = Cartesian velocity components at a given

streamwise station
x , y, z = Streamwise, spanwise, and vertical coordinates,

respectively
® = wing geometric angle of attack
0 = circulation
3 = wing leading-edgesweep angle
Á = lens-to-cameraangle in rotational-type

stereoscopic velocimetry
!x = streamwise component of vorticity

I. Introduction

D ELTA wings have found application for several decades in
maneuvering combat aircraft and supersonic aircraft. In both

cases, thesewings are generallyof large sweep in an effort to reduce
supersonic wave drag.1 Lower-sweep wings used in � ghter aircraft
are generally accompanied by high-sweep strakes.2 A pure delta
wing of small sweep, however, is rarely encountered. One reason
for this is doubt regarding the stable and manageable presence of
the leading-edgevortices (LEVs) generated by such wings that are
so critical to delta wing performance.3

The stall behavior of classical high-aspect-ratio wings and the
breakdown of the LEVs of slender delta wings are an extensively
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investigated problem, especially for steady-state conditions. How-
ever, the transitional case, that of the delta wing of relatively high
aspect ratio, has not been as widely studied. Questions remain, for
example, as to what extent the downstream development of the ve-
locity � eld follows the conical pattern cited in calculations4 and
experiments5 for slenderwings, namely, whether a stable LEV sys-
tem is even sustainable for a delta wing of moderate sweep at any
angle of attack and, if the LEVs do exist, how they encounter vor-
tex breakdown. Typically, with increasing angle of attack, it is the
upstream progression of breakdown toward the wing apex that re-
sults in a stall-type situation for a slender delta wing. This process
can occur in various forms and to various extents of unsteadiness.6

Because the angle of attack at which the LEVs of a slender wing
burst is quite high, interactionof the primaryLEVs and near-surface
phenomena, such as the secondary vortices and the leeward-side
boundary layer, is limited.7 Hummel5 points out that the interaction
between primary and secondary vortices is dependent on whether
the leeward boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. In the laminar
case, the secondary vortices tend to displace the primary vortices
farther inboard and above the leeward surface of the wing.

For a 60-deg wing, Shih and Ding7 have identi� ed the impor-
tance of the secondary LEV in affecting the primary LEV and, in
particular, in interacting with identi� able vortical structures within
the leading-edge shear layer. Indeed, there has been considerable
recent interest in the role of such structures. At the low incidence
angles involved, the LEVs are close to the wing surface, and vor-
tex breakdown regions interact strongly with � ow near the leeward
surface.The present study extends these results to the 50-deg wing.

Because breakdown occurs at lower angle of attack for wings
of progressively lower sweep, it stands to reason that the interac-
tion of the LEVs and of their breakdown process with the leeward
boundary layer should increase with decreasing sweep. This pro-
gression should ultimately culminate in a stall process at angles of
attackcomparableto thosefor conventionalhigh-aspect-ratiowings.
However, few previous experiments have reported such conditions,
either because data for delta wing investigations were concerned
with the more usual higher angles of attack (for example, Ref. 8),
higher leading-edgesweep (Payne et al.9), or because the LEV was
observed to progress toward the wing apex and a stable vortex pair
was not present.Wentz and Kohlman10 considereda wing of 50-deg
sweep, but their data set begins at ® D 15 deg. Nelson and Pelletier11

took � ow visualization data for a 50-deg wing at Re D 5 £ 104 for
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Fig. 1 ¤ = 65- and 50-deg delta wing models, with mounting arrangement.

anglesof attack from 7 to 18 deg.At 7 deg, breakdownwas observed
to lie at approximately x=c D 0.75 and reached the apex by 18 deg,
evidently without appreciable unsteadiness. The data of Honken
and Andreopoulos12 and the classical experiment of Earnshaw and
Lawford13 suggest that, for a delta wing of 45-deg sweep angle,
� ow over the leeward side is in a postbreakdownstate at all angles
of attack where leading-edgeseparationwas observed.Miau et al.14

observed that dependencyof the LEV behavioron the leading-edge
shape of a 50-deg wing is stronger than what might have been ex-
pected from results for more slender wings.15

This paper describes an experimental investigation of the struc-
ture and decay of the LEVs produced by a nonslender delta wing,
that is, a wing of moderate sweep. In particular, a wing of 50-deg
leading-edgesweep (aspect ratio 3.36) is studied. The 50-deg wing
is compared to a 65-deg wing of similar geometry. Experiments
were conducted in a water tunnel. The Reynolds number based on
root chord was 8.5 £ 103 for the 50-deg wing and 1.54 £ 104 for the
65-deg wing.

Three-component velocity � eld data assist in understanding the
complex � ow structures. The question is how to obtain such data.
The principalexperimentaltechniqueused in thepresentexperiment
is that of stereoscopic digital particle image velocimetry (SPIV). A
“rotational” arrangement of SPIV16 is adapted to the environment
of a water tunnel. Video-based image sequences are taken in planar
cuts normal to the freestream, passing through the wing model and,
in particular, focusingon the starboardprimary and secondaryLEV
region. As a result, all three components of velocity are obtained
over a sequence of planar domains, tracking the trajectory of the
primary LEV core, as well as producing a snapshot of the � ow� eld
over the leeward surface of the wing. These velocity data can then
be used to elucidate the presenceof coherentvortical structures and
to assess how the decay of these structures with increasing angle
of attack can be interpreted as a passage toward stall of the wing.
Qualitativediscrepancieswith known results for the baseline65-deg
wing are attributed to viscous effects that become important at low
Reynolds number.

II. Experimental Setup
A. Facility and Models

Experiments were conducted in a low-speed free-surface water
tunnel,primarily at a test section � ow speed of 80 mm/s. The tunnel,
built in conjunction with this experiment, has a test section width
of 45 cm and height of 60 cm. The facility is described in detail in
Refs. 17 and 18.

Two delta wings models were used, with leading-edgesweeps of
50 and 65 deg. The latter model represents a con� guration heav-

Fig. 2 Camera and lens arrangements for SPIV, top view.

ily studied in recent times19 and was used as a baseline proof of
concept. The former was taken as a prototypical nonslender wing.
Both models had 180-mm trailing-edge spans and 30-deg wind-
ward side bevels and were machined from 3.17-mm (0.125-in.)
thick Plexiglas®. The two delta wing models and their mounting
arrangement are shown in Fig. 1.

B. SPIV Setup
The SPIV setup used in the present study is based on the two-

dimensional digital particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique of
Willert and Gharib,20 normally implemented with one camera. In
the present case, two charge-coupled device (CCD) digital video
cameras are focused onto the region of interest, located in the inter-
rogation plane. In the rotational version of SPIV applied here, the
two cameras view the interrogationplaneoff-axis,with each camera
rotated at some angle relative to the interrogationplane. This results
in an apparent variation of magni� cation across the � eld of view of
each camera. In-plane velocities recorded by the two cameras are
combinedby simple trigonometricrelationsto yieldall threecompo-
nentsof velocity,with comparableaccuracy in all three directions.21

The camera CCD planes are rotated with respect to their objective
lenses accordingto the Scheimp� ug criterion(Fig. 2), with the lens-
to-camera angle Á selected such that the entire � eld of view is in
focus, even for large lens aperture settings.16 Perspective distortion
effects are removed by means of a calibration procedure, wherein
one takes tare images of a single Cartesian grid. Images of rect-
angles are registered as trapezoids by the two cameras. An inverse
mapping that “dewarps” trapezoids back into rectangles is applied
to the raw images of the PIV tracker particles before the PIV image
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processing.This mapping also removes left–right camera misalign-
ment and attempts to correct for spherical distortion in the camera
lenses.

The off-axis orientation of the cameras results in problems of
light refraction in going from the water-tunnel test section, through
the glass walls of the test section, and then to the cameras placed
outside the test section. This was circumvented by placing mirrors
in the test section,approximatelyfour wingspansdownstreamof the

Fig. 3 Stereo PIV arrangement in water tunnel.

Fig. 4 Arrangement of SPIV interrogation planes.

Fig. 5 Three-view drawing of test section, model mounting, and optics.

delta wing models. The mirrors re� ect images of the interrogation
domain before passing to the lenses and cameras, such that the light
passes normal to the test section walls. The resulting setup amounts
to a “folded” Scheimp� ug arrangement, as shown in Fig. 3.

SPIV data were taken in succeeding cross� ow planes over the
starboardpanel of the wing, near the apex region. The physical size
of the interrogation domain was 33.2 £ 24.9 mm, imaged by CCD
cameras of 640 £ 480 pixels. The scheduling of the interrogation
planes for the two wings is shown in Fig. 4.

A double-pulsed50-mJ frequency-doubledNd:YAG laser, � ring
at an effective rate of 30 Hz, was used to produce a light sheet
for the SPIV. The light sheet was place normal to the freestream
� ow direction and was stepped downstream within each pair of
pulses to increase the frame-to-frame tracker particle correlation
as the particles convected with the � ow normal to the light sheet.
Rhodamine-coatedparticles of 0.92–1.1 speci� c gravity and »20–
40 ¹m diam were used22 as tracker particles. The arrangement of
the light sheet, cameras and lenses, and models in the test section is
shown in Fig. 5.

C. Error Estimations
The techniques just outlined resulted in systematic optical errors

in additionto the usualmeasurementandsignalprocessingerrorsas-
sociated with two-dimensionaldigital PIV. The former can to some
extent be quanti� ed by considering, for example, a measurementof
the tunnel freestreamvelocity� eld, in a regioncoincidentwith mea-
surements of the delta wing � ow� eld data. Figure 6 shows a stream-
wise view, with the freestream direction normal to the page. A uni-
form � ow would, of course,have zero in-planevelocityand uniform
out-of plane velocity. Figure 6 is the result of averaging 100 image
pairs over 6.7 s. In both Figs. 6a and 6b, the eventual typical location
of the delta wing is superimposed over the � eld of view. Figure 6a
shows contoursof measured in-planevelocity error, de� ned here as
the magnitude of in-plane velocity components normalized by the
freestreamout-of-planevelocity, computed at each data point in the
interrogationdomain by E ´

p
.u2 C v2/=U1 . Freestream velocity

was independently measured by one-component laser-Doppler ve-
locimetry and also by a simple propeller meter. Values of E in the
regionof interestareon theorderof 3–5% of the freestreamvelocity.
Figure 6b shows contours of out-of-plane velocity. The measured
out-of-plane velocity is biased by values of from –5% to C2%, in
goingalong the spanwisedirectionof the interrogationdomain.The
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cause of these systematic errors can be attributed to the image de-
warping technique, which relies on a single calibration plane. This
essentially attempts to map spatial regions into planar regions. A
more rigorous (but more complex) multiplane calibrationwould al-
low a better reconstruction of the mapping of a three-dimensional
domain into a planar domain.23 In the following, averaged velocity
data at any point in the interrogation domain can be considered to
have an error bounded by, for example, 10%. This error range is
acceptable for the qualitative conclusions.

Spatial discretizationerror is essentially the same as for the two-
dimensional DPIV technique. There were 32 £ 32 pixel windows

a)

b)

Fig. 6 Errors of mean measurement of freestream velocity.

Fig. 7 Dye streaks following primary LEVs for 50-deg wing: ® = 5, 10, and 20 deg; planform and side views.

with 8 £ 8 pixel shiftingused,with a physicaldomain24.8 £ 33 mm
in extent. With similar settings for grid turbulence experiment,
Westerweel et al.24 report a 0.04 pixels rms displacement error for
a representative PIV seeding particle size, which translates under
present conditions to 0.5% of freestream velocity. A � ow structure
with characteristiclengthof less than half of a PIV window size will
not be resolved adequatelydue to spatial averaging. This translates
to 0.4 mm or 1.6% of the local semispan at the streamwise loca-
tion of predominant interest, at x=c D 0.296. A comparable vortical
structure of interest would be nominally 4% of the local semispan
in characteristic length.

D. Flow Visualization
Flow visualizationwas conductedas a simple attempt to validate

the SPIV data. Dye was injected in the standard manner, by means
of a probe placed into the region of the windward stagnation point.
As for the SPIV, two simultaneously triggered CCD video cameras
recorded the dye injectionevents, making availablea planformview
and a side view.

III. Results
A. Flow Visualization

The dye injectionrevealedthepresenceof coherentLEVs forboth
the 65- and 50-deg wings, down to ® D 2.5 deg. Figure 7 illustrates
the situation for the 50-deg wing at some representative angles of
attack.

For the conditionsof the present experiments, at angles of attack
of 10 deg and below, the 50-deg wing developed strong LEVs, with
breakdown no farther upstream than the midchord. This is rather
different from some earlier results14 for this sweep angle, although
a partialexplanationfor the prevalenceof coherentLEVs is basedon
the particular choice of leading-edge bevel geometry. Classical re-
sults, mostly at higher Reynolds number, also suggest that wings of
such low sweep do not generate appreciable LEVs (Ref. 13, for ex-
ample). At ® D 20 deg, organized streamwise vortical � ow appears
to have disintegratedand was replaced by “bubble” separationover
the leeward surface. In the side view, this � ow appears to be sep-
arated from the freestream by a shear layer, which itself exhibits
Kelvin–Helmholz rollers. Whereas the � ow bounded by this shear
layer undulates without a discernable pattern, the location of the
shear layer is relatively steady.

In going from the very steady, low angle of attack � ow regime to
the high angle of attack separated � ow regime, the � ow� eld under-
goes appreciableunsteadiness,as described in Ref. 25. The left and
right vortex breakdown points were observed to undergo motions
in the streamwise direction to an extent on the order of 0.4 root
chords, in which the left and right vortices disintegrate and reform
on a quasi-alternatingbasis. This occurred in the ® D 12.5–17.5 deg
range.
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® = 5 deg, z/b < 0.062

® = 10 deg, z/b < 0.083

® = 15 deg, z/b < 0.117

® = 20 deg, z/b < 0.098

Fig. 8 Streamwise and planform views of the mean starboard � ow pattern, 50-deg wing; x/c = 0.296; coordinates expressed in fractions of local span.

B. SPIV
SPIV velocity vector plots are given for the 3 D 50 deg (Fig. 8)

and3 D 65 deg (Fig. 9) wings,at ® D 5, 10,15, and 20deg.More de-
tailed mean and instantaneousdata, includingrms velocity data, are
presented in Ref. 18. In an effort to illustrate three-componentvec-
tor data on their two-dimensionaldomain, two views are given. The
� rst is looking upstream at a region over the starboard semispan of
the wing, referred to as the streamwise view. The wing centerline is
at y=b D 0, where b is the wingspan at the given streamwise station.
The second view is the planform view, edited to show only that por-
tion of the interrogationdomain that is at or below the z=b cut pass-
ing through the primary LEV core axis; this z=b value is given for
each data set. The grayscale color bar legend indicates contours of
out-of-planevelocity, normalized by the freestream value. Regions
of lowest out-of-plane velocity are the darkest and are generally
outboard and below the primary leading-edge vortex and inboard
and below of the leading-edge shear layer. The � ow visualization
experiments showed that the sweep of the vortex core trajectories
for both wings was quite small, on the order of 20 deg. The casual
interchange of the terms “axial velocity” and “out-of-plane veloc-
ity” in the vicinity of the primary LEV core introduces an error of
some 6%. This treatment is adopted here for convenience because
the realignment of the SPIV interrogation planes to measure true
axial velocity is prohibitivelycumbersome. The velocity vector im-
ages are averages taken over 200 samples, which correspond to 2.8
and 5.0 convectivetimes for the 65- and 50-deg wings, respectively.

Broadly speaking, the planformviews of the velocityvector plots
in Fig. 9 exhibita weak “jetlike”LEV axial velocitypro� le, whereas
those of Fig. 8 have a “wakelike” axial velocity pro� le. The lat-
ter is akin to that of a postbreakdown leading-edge vortex. This is
not surprising for the ® D 15- and 20-deg cases because by then
the breakdown location has crossed the SPIV interrogation plane.
However, for the ® · 10-deg cases, breakdown is downstream of
the interrogationplane. For the 50-deg wing, the leading-edgeshear
layer is well resolved even at ® D 20 deg. It maintains a rolled-up
structure, despite that the � ow bounded by the shear layer and the

wing leeward surface is strongly decelerated and that a discernable
leading-edge vortex is missing. This situation was observed in all
of the SPIV interrogationplanes, from x=c D 0:12 to 0.3.

The time-averaged data presented in Figs. 8 and 9 differ
marginally from instantaneous data, mostly in small-scale varia-
tions present in the latter, but attenuatedin the former. However, the
® D 12.5- and 15-deg cases for the 50-deg wing have appreciable
differencesbetween mean and instantaneousresults, as discussed in
Ref. 25.

C. Velocity Pro� les
1. Results at a Particular Streamwise Station

When cuts are taken along the appropriate distance above the
leeward surface,velocitypro� les can be constructedfrom the vector
plots (Figs. 8 and 9) shown in the preceding section.Again, one has
to contend with the issue of how to represent three-dimensional
data. The natural choice is to cut through the primary vortex core.
Figure10 shows thesedata for the stationx=c D 0.296forbothwings
and six anglesof attack.The origin is againat the wing centerplane,
and the local leading edge is at y=b D 0.5.

For the 65-deg wing, the LEV core axial velocity increases with
respect to freestream velocity as the angle of attack is increased.
By ® D 20 or even 15 deg, the familiar jetlike velocity pro� le can
be observed. In fact, the peak axial velocity, as normalized by
the freestream, increases roughly linearly with increasing angle of
attack. The situation is quite different for the 50-deg wing.

For both wings, the region outboardof the primary LEV core area
and inboardof the leading-edge(LE) shear layer exhibitsdecreasing
axial velocity with increasing angle of attack, at some points even
containing pockets of reversed � ow. This has curious implications
for the “breakdown” of the secondaryLEV. In particular, one could
surmise that, because this near-stagnantcondition appears at angles
of attack where the primary LEV is still coherent (10 deg for both
wings), the secondaryLEV breakdownprecedes that of the primary
LEV. For at least the Reynolds number and bevel geometry condi-
tions of the present experiment, the behavior of the secondaryLEV
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® = 5 deg, z/b < 0.068

® = 10 deg, z/b < 0.097

® = 15 deg, z/b < 0.129

® = 20 deg, z/b < 0.162

Fig. 9 Streamwise and planform views of the mean starboard � ow pattern, 65-deg wing; x/c = 0.296; coordinates expressed in fractions of local span.

Fig. 10 Mean axial and azimuthal velocity pro� les, 50- and 65-deg
wings, x/c = 0.296.

could, thus, be used as a predictive criterion for incipient break-
down of the primary LEV at slightly higher angles of attack. The
near-stagnant � ow outboard of the primary LEV is consistent with
the low-Reynolds-number results of Traub26 for wings of 60- and
70-deg sweep, at Re D 2 £ 104 .

2. Conical Flow Near the Apex
Here we consider axial and azimuthal velocity pro� les of the

x=c D 0.118, 0.178, 0.237, and 0.296 stations, for the 50-deg wing
at 12.5- and 15-deganglesof attack.These are shown in Fig. 11. The
abscissas for each x=c station were rescaled by the local semispan,
so that the LE location for all curves is at y=b D 0.5. At each of the
two anglesof attack, the four velocitypro� les are nearlycoincident;
that is, the velocity � eld exhibits a conical development, perhaps
unexpectedly for a wing of 50-deg sweep.

3. Observations at a Lower Reynolds Number
With the sole exception given in this section, all of the data in

the presentwork were taken at a freestream� ow speed of 80 mm/s.
The following, however, were taken at 32 mm/s, correspondingto a
Reynolds number of 6.2 £ 103 based on root chord. This is the case
of the 65-deg wing at ® D 15 deg.

Evidently, even when comparing one small Reynolds number
to another, there are still important distinctions. In going from
Re D 1:54 £ 104 to 6.2 £ 103, the qualitativefeaturesof the primary
LEV do not appear to havechangedsigni� cantly18; this includes,for
example, the locationof the primary LEV core center. However, the
velocity pro� les, as seen in Fig. 12, are quite different. The higher
Reynolds number case displays a relatively high LEV core axial
velocity. The Re D 6:2 £ 103 case, however, has no discernable ax-
ial velocity peak in the LEV core. Perhaps paradoxically, the lower
Reynolds number case reverses the supposed trend in increasingly
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Fig. 11 Mean axialand azimuthalvelocity pro� les for the 50-deg wing,
® = 12.5 and 15 deg.

more stagnant outboard � ow going toward the lower Reynolds
number.

The azimuthal velocity pro� le for the lower-Reynolds-number
case is not broader than for the higher-Reynolds-numbercase, but
shows lower variations and smaller gradients. Essentially, with a
reduction in Reynolds number, the � ow� eld appears to be driven
toward the state of an unperturbed freestream.

IV. Discussion
A. Circulation

Circulation can be computed from the velocity data by various
means. A simple method is to take circular contours centered about
some declared vortex core location and to compute the line inte-
gral of the tangential velocity component. Centering these circles
about the primary LEV core location in the x=c D 0.296 cross� ow
plane and varying the radius of integration contours results in the
data shown in Fig. 13. Data are given for the two wings and six
angles of attack: ® D 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, and 20 deg. The ordinate
is circulation normalized by local span and the freestream velocity.

From Fig. 13, we can identify several trends:
1) In general, as the angle of attack is increased, the characteristic

radius of the LEV (de� ned as the radius at which peak circulation
is achieved) increases. This broadening of the LEV viscous core is
especially clear for the 65-deg wing in going from 5 to 20-deg.

2) With increasing angle of attack for a given wing, circulation
peak value also increases until breakdown approaches the cross-
sectional station, where the circulation was measured.

Fig. 12 Normalized 65-deg wing velocity pro� les for two different
Reynolds numbers, x/c = 0.296.

Fig. 13 Normalized circulation vs distance from LEV center.

3) Peak circulation is lower in a postbreakdown situation. That
is, if the angle of attack is increased to the point where breakdown
crosses the station where the circulation was measured, that mea-
surement will be lower than it was for the lower angle of attack
when the vortex was in a prebreakdown condition.

4) For any given angle of attack, the LEVs of the 65-deg wing are
both broader and stronger, that is, have more circulation, than those
of the 50-deg wing.

5) Circulation curves for the two wings are similar at low angle
of attack (almost identical at ® D 5 deg) and progressively differ
more with increasingangle of attack, even for those angles at which
breakdown was not observed.

The circulation curves for the 50-deg wing show convincing ev-
idence that a breakdownlike condition crossed the x=c D 0.296 sta-
tion somewhere between ® D 12:5 and 15 deg. The curve for the
former angle has a de� nite circulation peak, whose size and radius
follows the trend in going from the smaller angles of attack. The
® D 15-deg curve, however, shows no clear peak. The ® D 20-deg
curvebehavessimilarly to the15-degcurve, althoughthe circulation
magnitude is much lower.

Also note that, for the lower angles of attack, and especially for
the 50-deg wing, the use of circular contours of integration for the
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® = 5 deg

® = 10 deg

® = 12.5 deg

® = 15 deg

® = 20 deg

Fig. 14 Contours of instantaneous axial vorticity, 65-deg wing.

computation of vorticity might not be the best choice. Rotational
structures for these cases tended to be more elliptical in cross-
sectional shape, with the long axis of the ellipse in the spanwise
direction.

That the peak circulation value is typically only attained at a
radius comparable to the distance from the LEV center to the inner
side of the LE shear layer is an indication that this entire region is
viscosity dominated. In other words, at the Reynolds number of the
present investigation, the “windings” of the shear layer can not be
resolved into individual vortex sheets. The vorticity is diffused to
the point where one can speak of the LEV core and the LEV itself
almost interchangeably,at least in terms of the velocity components
in cross� ow planes.

The normalized axial velocity evaluated at the core radius that
corresponds to the peak circulation was found to be rather smaller
than 1.0. The classical result for delta wings is that the axial ve-
locity at this radius should be comparable to freestream, or slightly
greater.27 The axial � ow data for the 65-deg wing (Fig. 10), and
especially for the 50-deg wing, are not symmetric about the core
axis when taken at the radius of peak circulation.

B. Axial Vorticity Contours
Contours of instantaneousaxial vorticity (that is, from one SPIV

frame set) are given in the streamwise view for the 65-deg wing
(Fig. 14) and the 50-deg wing (Fig. 15) for some representative
cases. These data are instantaneous,rather than averagesover some
number of frames, in an effort to avoid temporal averagingof inter-
mittently appearing vortical structures. The scope of these data is
essentially identical to what one would haveobtained from classical
two-dimensionalPIV. An extension to quasi-three-dimensional vor-
ticity computationon the basis of generalizedSPIV data obtainedby
central differencing across a triplet of interrogationplanes is given

in Ref. 18. However, that approach is only possible for averaged
vorticity data.

Whereas it is clear from the velocity vector plots (Figs. 8 and 9)
that the primary LEV core will be a region of strong axial vorticity,
at least in cross� ow planes upstream of breakdown, small regions
of concentratedvorticity (substructures),such as those observed by
Shih and Ding,7 Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder,28 and others, cannot
be observed from the velocity plots alone. These were, however,
clearlyvisiblein the rolling-upshear layerand in the leeward surface
boundary layer, especially where the latter is close to the primary
LEV. The actual numerical values of vorticity are to be viewed
with cautionbecausepeak vorticityvalues agglomeratedfrom local
errors (numerical noise, windowing resolution in region of high
velocity gradients, etc.) in the PIV correlation-�nding algorithm
can strongly skew the entire image. Vorticity was computed from
direct differentiationof cubic splines � tted to the velocity data.29

In going from ® D 10 to 12.5 to 15 deg, the strong axial vorticity
in the primarycore is dissipated.By ® D 20 deg, the region bounded
by the rolled-up shear layer has no discernable vorticity peaks. In-
terestingly, for the � rst time, the leading-edge shear layer displays
strong vorticity substructures of both signs. This has implications
for the balanceof vorticityproductionand convectionover theentire
� ow� eld of the wing. If the LE shear layer containscounter-rotating
structures, there is no longer the need to sustain a stable LEV as a
downstream sink of vorticity, as would have been the case were the
vorticity in the LE shear layer all of one sign.

All of the vorticity plots (Figs. 14 and 15), with the exception
of those for the 50-deg wing at ® D 15 deg and especially ® D 20
deg, show at least a local axial vorticity peak in the general vicin-
ity of the primary LEV core. A “slab” of vorticity of the opposite
sign near the leeward boundary layer is also present, starting ap-
proximately at the primary LEV attachment line and proceeding
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® = 10 deg

® = 5 deg

® = 12.5 deg

® = 15 deg

® = 20 deg

Fig. 15 Contours of instantaneous axial vorticity, 50-deg wing.

outboard.Again with the exceptionof the ® D 20-deg case, the sub-
structures of instantaneous local vorticity peaks (in these particular
instantaneous snapshots) in either family are mutually of the same
sign and are not counter-rotatingvortex pairs. The region between
the boundary-layer vorticity slab and the LE shear layer is largely
devoid of vorticity peaks, further supporting the assertion that this
� ow is essentially stagnant.

C. Vortex Core Trajectories
Geometry of the trajectory of the LEV, as evidenced by the lo-

cation of the intersection of its core with a cross� ow plane, is one
of several possible measures of the distinction between a slender
and nonslender delta wing. More important for the present inves-
tigation than the particular location of the LEV is the insight that
measurements of the core location gives into 1) the applicability
of theoretical models designed for slender delta wings and 2) the
validity of the present data collection itself.

LEV core axis location can be identi� ed from the stereo PIV
data and the � ow visualization data for the two wings and the var-
ious angles of attack considered in this study. Here, core refers not
necessarily just to the viscous portion of the LEV structure, but
to a hypothetical cylindrical tube of arbitrarily small cross section,
centered about a curve de� ning the LEV trajectory. This curve is
generally taken to be a straight line emanating from the wing apex.
Indeed, in the � ow visualizations, the dye streaks representativeof
this structurewere nominally straightwhenever a de� nable primary
LEV was present, except for ® D 5 deg and below, where some
curvature was observed.

Whereas the point where LEV trajectory intersects a given cross-
� ow plane is obvious in the � ow visualization if one identi� es the
dye streakwith the LEV, in the PIV data one must assign some crite-
rion to the velocity or vorticity � eld to identify the core. One option
is to consider the locationof the peak axial vorticity in the cross� ow

plane. However, this criterion can be ambiguous when a vorticity
peak is poorly de� ned, as is especially the case for the 50-deg wing
above12.5-degangle of attack.The alternativecommon criterionof
peak axial velocity fails even more dramatically, in light of the axial
velocity de� cit in the 50-deg LEVs. Instead, the LEV core centers
were deduced from plots of cross� ow-plane projected streamlines.
Although these projections can not, in general, be identi� ed with
actual streamlines, they do help to identify singular points in the
� ow topology.30 Collapsing the SPIV data to the two planar ve-
locity components results in two-dimensional data sets to which
� ctitious streamlines can be drawn. In all cases, these lines would
wind about the general vicinity of the primary LEV core in nearly
circular curves, resembling closed streamlines or limit cycles. The
center of such a closed curve was then taken to be the LEV core
location in that cross� ow plane.Spanwise locationsin the cross� ow
plane x=c D 0.296 of points correspondingto this de� nition of LEV
core axis are shown in Fig. 16. Flow visualizationand SPIV data are
plotted together,where both data are available for a particular angle
of attack with the angle of attack labeled. The abscissa in Fig. 16,
a, is a similarity parameter that combines sweep angle and angle of
attack. First proposed for slender delta wings by Smith,31 it can be
written as a D tan ®=[tan.¼=2 ¡ 3/]. Were the � ow to be conical
in the sense of Smith’s result, data for the different sweeps and an-
gles of attack would collapse onto the same point if the parameter
a were the same. Smith’s prediction gives values of core spanwise
location that are rather far outboard of those of the present data set.
As expected, the data for the 65-deg wing � t the model much bet-
ter than do the 50-deg wing data. In particular, the former have a
slope vs a comparable to the model’s prediction. Note that Smith’s
model assumes the existence of discrete windings of the LE vortex
sheet, wherein the vortex sheet winds about the LEV core axis for
many revolutions before � nally spiraling into a thin core. This as-
sumption is consistent with Reynolds number approaching in� nity
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Fig. 16 LEV core spanwise location for 50-and65-degwings measured
at x/c = 0.296.

and, not surprisingly,contradicts the conjectureof the presentwork;
namely, that the LE shear layer makes at most a single revolution
before being subsumed in a smeared, viscous rotating � ow.

We note that with the exception of the highly unsteady case of
the 50-deg wing at ® D 12.5 deg, the � ow visualization and SPIV
data match fairly closely. It is seen that, for the 65-deg wing, the
spanwise location of the cores is remarkably constant for all angles
of attackexcept2.5deg,whereasfor the50-degwing, thecoresmove
appreciably inboard with increasing angle of attack. This behavior
for the 65-deg wing, but not the 50-deg wing, is consistent with the
recent inviscid theory of Moore and Pullin32 for nonslender delta
wings. Their conclusion, which departs from the result of slender-
body theory, is that the (primary) LEV core location should not
vary with angle of attack for a semi-in� nite delta wing of arbitrary
sweep. In some sense, this should be applicable to the near-apex
region of a real, � nite wing. The result of the present experiments
is that the primary LEV spanwise location indeed varies little in
going across the angle of attack range of 5–20 deg, although the
LEV vertical locationabove the wing leeward surface does increase
appreciably.

V. Conclusions
The present study attempts to describe the near-apex � ow� eld of

a slender and a nonslenderdelta wing with quasi-three-dimensional
data obtainable by SPIV. As the LE sweep angle of a delta wing
becomes progressively lower, one can intuitively expect the � ow-
� eld to behave less like that of a slender delta wing and more akin
to that of a classical unswept wing. In particular, this should be
re� ected in the nature of the wing’s LE separation and separated
vortex rollup and whether such separation can be identi� ed with a
stall-like condition distinct from the usual upstream progression of
vortex breakdown with increasing angle of attack for slender delta
wings.

At low angles of attack (10 deg and below) the candidate non-
slender wing of 50-deg LE sweep had a similar � ow� eld to that of
the 65-deg wing; that is, the geometry of the LE shear layer, the
presence of a primary LE vortex, and the axial velocity distribu-
tion were similar. Likewise, the gradual upstream progression of
the vortex breakdown location with increasing angle of attack was
similar, as long as the angle of attack was below 10 deg. However,
at higher angles of attack, the two � ow� elds diverge even qualita-
tively, not merely becausethe lower-sweepwing experiencesbreak-
down at lower angle of attack, but, more importantly, because of a
large-scale collapse of the rolled-up LEV structure in going across
a narrow angle of attack range for the 50-deg wing. With increas-
ing angle of attack, the more slender delta wing exhibits the usual
jetlike axial velocity pro� le of stable primary LE vortices, whereas

the 50-deg wing fails to have a signi� cant axial velocity peak even
for conditions devoid of identi� able vortex breakdown.

The effect of low Reynolds number is, of course, to increase
the role of viscosity. This is evidenced in very broad primary LEV
cores and in the curious attenuation of secondary separation begin-
ning at ® D 10 deg. At higherangles of attack, the � ow in this region
tends to stagnate or even reverse streamwise direction. It remains
to be seen, � rst, what conditions would be observed at yet lower
Reynolds numbers and, second, how the velocity pro� les transi-
tion into the more usually observed patterns at the higher Reynolds
numbers.
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